EYE-RULER™ 2: THE MOST COMPACT MEASUREMENT DEVICE

- QUICK & EASY TO INSTALL
- WIDE COMPATIBILITY WITH IPAD®
- ULTRA-LIGHT
- EASE OF USE
- LATEST EMBEDDED TECHNOLOGIES: Bluetooth® low energy

For more information, please contact your Essilor Instruments representative.

855.393.4647 | info@essilorinstrumentsusa.com | www.essilorinstrumentsusa.com
Eye-Ruler™ 2 is an all-in-one device enabling personalized measurements with only two photos, as well as frame comparison.

**EYE-RULER™ 2: PERSONALIZED MEASUREMENTS**

- Monocular pupillary distance
- Fitting heights
- Eye-lens distance
- Pantoscopic tilt
- Wrap angle

**FAR VISION MEASUREMENTS**

**EYE-RULER™ 2: FRAME COMPARISON**

- Select and compare up to 4 frames

**MEASUREMENT RESULTS**

- User-friendly display with all results at a glance

**NEAR VISION MEASUREMENTS**

- Reading distance